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Taken on the set of filmmaker Ulrike Ottinger’s swashbuckling s/m fantasy Madame X: An Absolute Ruler 
(1977), the photograph Das perfekte Ebenbild und seine unaufthaltsame Mechanik (The Perfect Image and 
Its Unrelenting Mechanics) captures a saucy tableau on board the corsair Orlando. A female pirate—sporting 
fetishy, elbow-length gloves; a black bralette; and an irrepressibly blonde, Boris Vallejo–worthy mane—
wields a stake over actress Tabea Blumenschein, cast as the flesh-and-blood, leather-clad figurehead 
bedecking the ship’s bow. Moments later, the pirate will ecstatically plunge her blade into the speciously 
motionless ornament. The figure will then awaken and put her assailant in a chokehold, asphyxiating her with 
cyborg strength.
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Ulrike Ottinger, Das perfekte Ebenbild und seine unaufthaltsame Mechanik (The Perfect Image and Its Unrelenting Mechanics), 
1977, C-print,     

Chloe Wyma, l e e  e  o ah e,  Artforum, l 
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Beginning as a painter in the 1960s, Ottinger emerged in the following decade as a leading maker of 
postmodern German film. Loosely plotted, image-driven, and disposed to camp and grotesquerie, her early 
works occupied a singular place between the New German Cinema (a style heavily associated with, if not 
overdetermined by, famous male auteurs such as Rainer Werner Fassbinder, Werner Herzog, and Wim 
Wenders), and the activist, documentary-oriented women’s film movement, which cohered around the 
journal rauen und ilm ( omen and ilm)  The latter couldn’t abide the problematic pleasures of Madame 
X. As the film historian Miriam Hansen has recounted, its burlesque depiction of Sapphic violence—already
a perverse pastiche of the internecine battles within second-wave feminism—became a lightning rod for
debates about feminist aesthetics: “Ottinger’s highly stylized exploration of the erotic fringe, her
foregrounding of sado-masochistic and fetishistic tendencies as culturally constructed (and constructing)
signs, obviously presented a challenge to essentialist positions which would condemn such tendencies as
‘naturally’ male.”

Ottinger’s eponymous exhibition at Bridget Donahue, her first New ork gallery show in nearly two 
decades, featured photographs, most of which were production stills from the numerous films she made in 
the course of her storied career. (Also in the exhibition was a suite of map collages from 011 that, despite 
their large scale, felt relatively minor.) The stills are not epiphenomenal, but in fact are foundational to 
Ottinger’s cinema; she has described them as “visual notes” that help her imagine and crystallize her ideas in 
time-based media. Many of the exhibition’s most unforgettable images— acobs Pilger ( acob s Pilgrims)  
Das astmahl der erfolgten issenschaftler und nstler (The east of Persecuted cientists and rtists)  

erges und einer artfrau ( arcissistic ermaphrodite ccompanied b  a D arf and a eard)—came out 
of Ottinger’s time-warping genderfuck fairy tale reak rlando (19 1), a Rabelaisian pageant of flagellants, 
false messiahs, carnies, and showgirls.

In ller amais retour ( o e er eturn), 1979, Blumenschein—immaculately coiffed and attired in a 
tomato-red pillbox hat and matching funnel-neck coat—raises her white-gloved hand against a cloudy, 
water-streaked pane of glass. Made during the filming of Ottinger’s Ticket of No Return, the image is about 
artifice, surface, and shimmer. Coterminous with the picture plane, the glittering transparency partitions the 
viewer from Blumenschein’s fatally glamorous protagonist. She doesn’t look through the window so much 
as at it with her bleary, heavily mascaraed eyes. In the movie, Blumenschein plays an alcoholic socialite—a 
woman of “exquisite beauty” and “harmonious Raphaelesque proportion”—who buys a one-way plane ticket 
to Berlin with the sole objective of drinking herself to death. Aller—jamais retour is as easy to look at as 
Ticket of No Return is difficult to watch. Wrested from the latter’s procedural debauchery and flaneurial 
drift, the image—like the best of Ottinger’s pictures—demands narrative elaboration while also asserting its 
own powerful erotics.

— Chloe Wyma
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Richard Brody, “Style As Women’s Freedom: The Photographs of  Ulrike Ottinger”, The New Yorker, March 1, 2019. 

STYLE AS WOMEN’S FREEDOM: THE PHOTOGRAPHS OF 
ULRIKE OTTINGER 

By Richard Brody  March 1, 2019 

“Moby Dick,” 1979, from the film “Portrait of a Drinker.” 
Photographs by Ulrike Ottinger / Courtesy Bridget Donahue, New York City 
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The modern cinema of  the sixties and beyond is a photographic cinema, recalling the highly inflected images of  silent 

movies in order to affirm the personal touch, the omnipresence of  the filmmaker as more than an unobtrusive transmitter 

of  reality or mere stager of  the script. The German director Ulrike Ottinger, one of  the crucial modern filmmakers (and 

unfortunately one of  the least-known), is also an exemplary photographic creator, as seen in the selection of  her still 

photographs that are on display, until March 3, at Bridget Donahue, and in her movies (from which most of  the images are 

taken)—particularly two that she’ll be presenting at Metrograph in the next few days, “Johanna d’Arc of  Mongolia” (1989) 

and “Ticket of  No Return” (1979). 

When “Johanna d’Arc” had a weeklong run at moma two years ago, I wrote about the mighty substance of  Ottinger’s 

brazen stylization—the combination of  the dashing adventure, the ethnographic devotion, and the quest for self-definition 

that her flamboyant and exquisite aestheticism embodies. (In addition to directing and writing the script, Ottinger does her 

own cinematography.) For Ottinger, the play of  imagination is an essential realm of  freedom, a way for women to defy and 

liberate themselves from the misogyny that’s embedded as deeply in consensus styles as in consensus politics. She does 

something similar in the earlier film—albeit in a more local and explicitly sociocritical vein. 

“Go - Never Back,” 1979, from the film “Ticket of No Return.” 

https://www.newyorker.com/culture/richard-brody/the-art-of-the-artist
https://www.newyorker.com/culture/richard-brody/the-art-of-the-artist
https://www.bridgetdonahue.nyc/exhibitions/ulrike-ottinger/
http://metrograph.com/series/series/212/ulrike-ottinger-x-2
https://www.newyorker.com/culture/richard-brody/johanna-darc-of-mongolia-and-the-question-of-the-substance-of-style
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The original, German title of  “Ticket of  No Return”—“Bildnis einer Trinkerin” (“Portrait of  a Female Drinker”)—points 

clearly to the subject of  the film and highlights its protagonist. An unnamed woman—young, cynical, world-weary, and 

described as possessing a stifled heroism—travels to Berlin (which is to say, West Berlin, divided at the time by the Wall) to 

“follow her destiny.” The woman is played by Tabea Blumenschein, a multifaceted artist and a real-life diva of  Berlin 

nightlife. In a voice-over, it’s said that “Her passion was to drink, to live in order to drink,” and the woman parodies a 

simple tourism brochure in following, step by step, her self-devised drinking tour of  the city—in order for her to live out to 

the ultimate extreme “a narcissistic pessimistic worship of  loneliness.” 

The Drinker, clad in a splashy red suit and hat (only the first of  her many colorful and sharply styled outfits, all designed by 

Blumenschein) arrives in Berlin’s airport along with a trio of  gray-suited technocrats: three women named Common Sense, 

Accurate Statistics, and Social Issue, all of  whom follow the Drinker throughout the film to deliver rationally moralizing 

critiques of  her behavior (declaring that the “emancipated woman” is apt to drink too much). Conversely, technological 

modernity baffles the Drinker, as reflected in Ottinger’s sumptuously graphic, furiously expressive cinematography, with the 

cold comedy of  her Tati-esque views of  the gleaming airport corridors and the alluringly alienating forms of  its metallic 

accoutrements, through which the red-clad Drinker strides with a theatrical bravado. 

“Die Kalinka Sisters,” 1988, from the film “Johanna d’Arc of Mongolia.” 

https://www.tagesspiegel.de/berlin/clubszene-in-west-berlin-nette-leute-treffe-ich-hier-an-der-tanke/9986196-3.html
https://www.tagesspiegel.de/berlin/clubszene-in-west-berlin-nette-leute-treffe-ich-hier-an-der-tanke/9986196-3.html
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The film is filled with the Drinker’s episodic adventures high and low—inviting a street woman into a luxurious café and 

befriending her, getting thrown out of  the café, and making local news for her antics; drinking champagne in a theatre 

under women’s disapproving stares, finding a mambo party in a lavish salon, getting fired from a job as a receptionist for 

drinking the boss’s fancy wine on the job, and taking part in an outdoor circus hard by the Wall. (It’s apparently ill-advised 

to try tightrope-walking while drunk.) The Drinker continues to pursue her determinedly reckless rounds in more lavishly 

eye-catching costumes ranging from a tight white dress with red buttons to a flowing chrome-silver gown, and Ottinger 

films her wanderings in images of  a bold compositional floridity, rendering in richly textured detail the constellation of  pill-

like lights in the café, the grungy garbage-strewn industrial waterfront, the silvery chill of  a whale-shaped riverboat. 

The modern cinema, with its photographic sensibility, also reconfigures cinematic performance, shifting the emphasis away 

from the novelistic psychology of  characters to the gestural iconography and visual presence of  actors. (The characters 

serve rather as guides: following the Drinker quasi-documentary-style, Ottinger offers a visual catalogue of  Berlin sites and 

moods.) Emphasizing modes of  self-dramatization, the director elicits performances of  extravagant theatrical exaggeration 

(which also include scenes of  pure theatre, such as several cabaret performances of  songs, spun out in taut long takes). 

“Café Möhring: reflection in the mirror,” 1979 from the film “Ticket of No Return.” 
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Blumenschein’s revelatory performance captures the Drinker’s energetic, contemptuous self-degradation in arch and 

precisely timed gestures, and accompanies her gleeful and self-scourging haplessness with self-aware winks, as if  at an 

unseen observer, that are reminiscent of  Lucille Ball’s mannerism-repertory. The Drinker’s debasement is also a form of  

exaltation; her mishaps are also her glory. There’s a crucially feminist tone and import to the movie’s higher loopiness, 

which is reminiscent of  that ofcomediennes such as Ball, Gracie Allen, and Judy Holliday, the films of  Elaine May, or the 

performances by Juliet Berto and Dominique Labourier in Jacques Rivette’s 1974 film “Céline and Julie Go Boating.” As a 

street woman tells the Drinker, “Society doesn’t want us, madam; they drove us nuts, but I don’t want them either, madam.” 

Ottinger’s leap of  absurdity is as much an expression of  the tangle of  confusion into which women are driven as it is an 

explosion of  pent-up defiance at a repressively rational order. It’s a smiling rage at the idea that anyone should find the 

notion of  women’s emancipation, or, simply, equality, anything other than self-evident. 
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Baillie Vensel, “The Radical, Gender-Bending Photographs of  Ulrike Ottinger”, Hyperallergic, February 27, 2019. 

ART 

The Radical, Gender-Bending Photographs of  Ulrike 
Ottinger 

In the German artist and filmmaker’s work from the ’70s and ’80s, Glinda the Good Witch 
becomes a bearded queen in a shopping mall, and that’s just the beginning. 

Baillie Vensel

https://hyperallergic.com/reviews/art/
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In Ulrike Ottinger’s transgressive photographs, on view at Bridget Donahue Gallery, gender bends freely: Glinda the Good 

Witch becomes a bearded queen in a shopping mall; Dorian Grey becomes a sleek, feminine power broker; and a pearl-clad 

pirate wears cut-and-pasted body hair on her bare chest. 

 Taking in these clusters of  photographs is like barreling down an escape hatch into a realm where traditional power 

structures are flipped on their head. Born in Germany in 1942, Ottinger has made narrative and documentary films since 

the 1970s; her still images range from travel snapshots to mashups from her highly stylized cinematic worlds. Included in 

this exhibition — Ottinger’s first in New York in nearly 20 years — are shots from her experimental femme-fatale 

allegory The Enchantment of  the Blue Sailors (1975), stills from her lesbian-pirate film Madame X (1978), and real-life images 

documenting a snowy market in Odessa. They’re featured alongside more recent works, including four big map collages  

made in 2011. As a whole, Ottinger’s works propose campy re-imaginings of  history, fantasy, and legend. They cycle 

between documentary and the surreal, resulting in the best kind of  escapism — where reality and fiction are so intertwined, 

you can’t imagine them without one another. 

 These glorious, queer fantasies aren’t without darkness. Among them are images of  dagger-wielding, leather-clad 

heroines and a cult-like nude dinner party laced in barbed wire. We’re reminded that gender is as amorphous and changeable 

as violence and danger are imminent. 

 Ottinger’s images harken back to an era when gender-bending was a clandestine activity and queerness was almost 

universally considered freaky. Images from her aptly titled 1981 film, Freak Orlando, embody this best: a set of  monks 

triumphantly hold chickens wearing babydoll heads as masks, and a circle of  nymph-like characters in billowing gowns gaze 

at their genitals in a pool of  water. Ottinger’s images are carefully crafted to queer as a verb; they’re imbued with the angst 

of  being oneself  in a world intent on oppressing your personhood. 

 It is this crossroads of  acceptance and misunderstanding that connects contemporary queer photography to 

Ottinger’s imagery. LGBTQ+-focused photographers working today — like Angal Field, Matthew Leifheit, and Elliot 

Jerome Brown, Jr. — often make tender images, crafted to do justice to their subjects’ identities and bodies, to represent 

them in all their complexity and humanity. They do this by using the image as a container for the complications of  being a 

person in this world and allowing the limits of  the frame to give each participant rights to refuse the viewer’s gaze. 

Although these contemporary photographers trade in Ottinger’s brash alternate world-making for softness, their work is 

still steeped in the disorienting light-headedness of  feeling like an outsider, fighting to live your own truth. 

 Ottinger’s images present a queerness that isn’t interested in individualism but rather in creating a universal force, 

like gravity or hate, bound by neither the body nor society. By rewriting legend and myth, she invents an enchanting world 

where gender’s basic function is cast as a tall tale.

https://www.bridgetdonahue.nyc/exhibitions/ulrike-ottinger/
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Johanna Fateman, “Ulrike Ottinger”, The New Yorker, February 13, 2019. 
 

Ulrike Ottinger 
Donahue 

DOWNTOWN Ottinger, a German filmmaker and artist, deserves to be much better known. If  you’ve 
seen her indelible film “Johanna D’Arc of  Mongolia,” from 1989, in which documentary and 
ethnographic modes abut exquisitely staged satire, it will come as no surprise that the stills lining 
the walls in this welcome mini-survey are almost stupefyingly beautiful, despite their sometimes 
dark heart. Dungeon scenes from the carnivalesque “Freak Orlando,” from 1981, echo the most 
tortured visions of  Goya; a shot from a lesbian pirate film “Madame X”, from 1977, sets a human 
sacrifice on a ship’s prow. Works of  a very different tone occupy the center of  the gallery: vintage 
world maps, which are augmented, and also complicated, by postcards. The souvenir images — 
brutal relics of  colonialism, attached with red cord or visible behind flaps cut into continents — 
convey Ottinger’s critical eye for disrupting hegemony. — J.F. (Through March 3.)
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“Ulrike Ottinger in Conversation with Paul Clinton”, Mousse Magazine, June 2018. 

  

 

Ticket of No Return 
Ulrike Ottinger in conversation  
with Paul Clinton 

  
MOUSSE, June 2018 

Over the course of more than twenty films, Ulrike Ottinger—the first female director to film in Mongolia, 
who studied with Jean Rouch and  filmed Yvonne Rainer roller-skating on a pirate ship has used absurdism 
and stylized documentary making to investigate colonialism, ethnography, sexuality, and gender. Her work 
is currently showing at Glasgow International 2018, following numerous exhibitions and screenings over the 
last decade, including at Haus der Kulturen der Welt, Berlin; CCA Singapore; and the Museum of Modern 
Art, New York. She talks to Paul Clinton about queerness, ideology, and feminist insubordination. 
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Paul Clinton The long duration of your films doesn’t make them an obvious fit for a gallery, but their 
theatricality and lack of linear narrative situate them oddly in cinema. How do you approach showing film in 
an exhibition? 

  

Ulrike Ottinger For a long time, my films were not seen in museums, only cinemas. But over the last 
decades, the art world got more interested in film, with artists becoming directors. 

  

The exhibitions involve the cooperation of different media. In Glasgow we showed three shorts in the 
exhibit, alongside photography, documents, and drawings. The full features are in a special cinema. But 
films are also an amalgam, combining media, including installation. 

  

For 'Floating Food' [at Haus der Kulturen der Welt, 2011], I included a thematic installation so that in that 
large room, each film could be seen in isolation. I always make something artistic out of the problem of 
viewing film in a gallery. I like to have difficulties. 

  

PC How did you select the works for Glasgow International? 

  

UO We focused on location. I showed the Berlin Trilogy [Ticket of No Return (1979), Freak Orlando (1979), 
Dorian Gray in the Mirror of the Yellow Press (1984)]—central works. I made these films in Berlin between 
1979 and 1983. I arrived there in ’73 to document a happening by Wolf Vostell. The capital was very 
different from western Germany where I grew up. Immediately, I decided to make these films, but then it 
took a while.  

  

I’ve included photographs I made in Berlin. They are not stills but were taken during filming, rehearsals, 
some long before, when finding locations. All the scenes were staged in original Berlin places. Locations 
tell me a story. Sometimes it’s the history of the place, its architecture, but it can also be my fantasies. 
Although I’m working artistically, I don’t change much of the place, sometimes nothing. But there’s a 
dialogue between the locations and the staged situation.  

PC You came to prominence during the New German Cinema, alongside R. W. Fassbinder, Volker 
Schlöndorff, et cetera. But you weren’t acknowledged in that history. Did you identify with them? 

  

UO We were all very different, but at that time there was just a handful of filmmakers so we all knew each 
other. I was closest with Werner Schroeter and Fassbinder. I felt an affinity with Schroeter’s use of music 
because sound is important to my films. But my work has specific associations with literature and 
ethnography. We saw each other’s films, but I didn’t identify with them. 

  

PC Many see your work as split into two halves: the early fiction films and later, stylized ethnographic 
documentaries. But Johanna d’Arc of Mongolia (1989), even if it divides between those genres, continually 
confuses them. What is the relationship between fiction and documentary in your work? 
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UO Even the fictional Berlin Trilogy is ethnography. It is an analysis, but artistically realized. I’m fascinated 
by why people do things. For me, there is not a big difference between devising a scenario or making a 
documentary. My documentaries work with collective fantasies. The Mongolian nomads do not have a 
naturalistic art. Their art is really stylized with a lot of fantasies, in the form of épopée, songs, and painting 
traditions.  

  

Chamisso’s Shadow (2016) was made in the Bering Strait, northeast Siberia. These people too, from their 
religious ideas and mythologies, have a lot of fantasies relating to daily life. They have a hard existence, but 
fantasies are essential to explaining the world they live in. Fantasy is underestimated in documentaries.  

  

When I was young, I was in Paris and got to study under all these great ethnographers who were also great 
poets. 

  

PC You mean Michel Leiris? 

  

UO Leiris, Claude Lévi-Strauss, Marcel Mauss, the filmmaker Jean Rouch. These were not ethnographers 
who questioned people in an inquisitory way, intrusively. This was important. 

PC It’s not simply that documentary is a kind of fiction, although that’s there too.  
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UO Yes, but this also has to do with the people being filmed. There’s always a conspiracy between me 
behind the camera and the people in front of it: we both know that we are filming. They show me what they 
want to show. It’s a cooperation and a presentation. I’m not seen, but I’m visible as a visitor in the reactions 
of those on screen.  

  

In Mongolia the people I filmed would suggest what we should record: “Can you hear the reindeers are 
coming? You should shoot this.” Or as they packed their belongings to move their yurts, they would 
spontaneously provide a commentary: “Now we are putting a stone on the other side of our things, to help 
the yak to balance.” It’s daily life, but life as they explained it to us. Normally, in a documentary, you would 
not show this, but I always did to foreground the process. 

PC Does the development of a project differ between fiction and documentary? 

  

UO There is no big, “I’m starting.” My half-life before involves becoming interested in several questions. 
Later I realize how to bring them together. I collect photographs, objects, literature, ideas. Then I start a 
working book, where I make a collage, drawings.  

  

Sometimes I write dialogue. There’s often irony, even in character names, such as Lady Windermere (in 
Johanna). She represents connoisseurs who benefited from colonialism and the knowledge it brought them. 
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In that film everyone is on a train, traveling on the same track: lawyers, businesspeople, artists, scientists. 
Despite our differences, we all have to travel on routes built by those who came before us, and this is 
interesting.  

  

PC You’ve said that narratives are an unsuitable means for understanding cultures other than your own. 
What did you mean? 

  

UO I think misunderstandings are more important. Narratives preserve concepts and forms from your own 
culture. But misunderstandings, even if sometimes they create barriers, can be productive. 

  

While making Johanna … actress Irm Hermann was washing her clothes and put[ting] them to dry on a 
string. For the Mongolians, this is absolutely forbidden, because putting fabric on a string is something you 
do as an offering for the gods. It was an unbelievable misunderstanding but was quickly solved and 
became a comic scene.  

  

PC You think those misunderstandings are less possible when you use a narrative? 

  

UO Yes. For that film, I wrote a Mongolian epic that was adapted by two local singers and is still part of 
their repertoire. But the wonderful thing is that Mongolian epics leave room for little incidents of the day. 
They were laughing at the actors and crew because we were anxious about traveling on wild horses, so  
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they put this into the song. When you can laugh, conflict is less likely. In this way, they made fun of the 
foreign and the different. 


PC There is a definite queer politics in your films: the fluid sexualities and genders. But queerness is also 
there in your resistance toward norms, even those within feminism. Your all-female pirate film, Madame X: 
An Absolute Ruler (1977), is a parody of power struggles in women’s liberation, of the kind you would 
expect under patriarchy. What was the reaction to that film when it was released? 

  

UO In the States, the film almost became a figurehead of the women’s movement. But this was a very 
ideological time, especially in Germany. One German group really hated it. Perhaps it was too early to 
make a comedy about conflict in women’s liberation. But I hate strict ideology because it stops you from 
thinking, questioning, and finding out. I like playfulness, including with gender—not limiting ourselves by 
being too serious.  

  

PC Are you deliberately linking cultural and racial difference to gender and sexual difference?  

  

UO Yes, because this is an ethnographic approach. The important thing about film is [that] it allows you to 
play with these structures. 
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PC Your films are visually opulent, fantastical, but your Berlin Trilogy satirizes the dangers of escapism and 
media sensationalism. Isn’t that a contradiction?  

  

UO Cinema comes from sideshows, the circus, and these appear in my films. But attraction can be used in 
other ways: naively, or to persuade. My films use images ironically.  

  

Dorian Gray in the Mirror of the Yellow Press (1984) is about indoctrination but also the history of the 
homunculus. I’m playing with how the media and cinema build a person, taking it back to this history. The 
press baron, Madame Dr. Mabuse, tries to create her own creature, Dorian Gray. The figure of the invented 
man recurs over time: in expressionistic films, in Fritz Lang. The media today uses unbelievable methods to 
manipulate, but it was always tried, except now the instruments are increasingly refined. 

PC Your focus on spectacle seems to say that one can never really know other people or another culture 
beyond their signs and appearances. But is it also true that the absurdism in your films invites all viewers to 
recognize their own foreignness—the self as strange? 

UO Of course—we are always the other. We are the other, and others have an interest in us. It’s a matter of 
viewpoint. When I visited the nomadic Mongolians, they were not used to foreigners. They asked me about 
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cities and the animals kept there. The idea of animals kept for pleasure, not slaughter, was unfamiliar, and 
they couldn’t understand how I looked so well fed. One man said, “You are a great storyteller.” He thought 
it was a fairy tale—that’s important in my films. 

  

I bring my workbook material on Mongolian culture, and the people I film go through it with me. They say 
what they have or no longer use. It’s an important start for conversation and for them to comment on your 
interest in their culture and the kind of environment you will create for it. 

  

PC There’s a lot of justifiable anxiety about cultural appropriation. Is that something that concerns you? 

  

UO I'm not making a film about a people, I’m doing a film with them. In Mongolia we worked 
collaboratively. There was even an elderly woman who helped me to create scenes of old rituals. Many 
minorities in 1980s China had big problems with the state, including the nomads. These were tensions I 
covered in China. The Arts—The People (1985), so there was another reason to film.  
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PC It’s fifty years since the May 1968 riots in Paris, which took place while you were there studying. Why are 
you revisiting that time in your new film?  

  

UO I was twenty when I went to Paris. There I became friends with many postwar refugees on the literary 
scene and fantastic artists like Raoul Hausmann, Man Ray, Philippe Soupault, Tristan Tzara, the Surrealists. I 
was still a painter. Parisian Pop art had just started, and I went in that direction. The Lenbachhaus, Munich, 
are currently displaying some of those works. 

  

I had no interest in films before I moved to Paris, but there I went to the cinematheque three, four times a 
week and got an education in world cinema. I also engaged with politics—especially the politics of 
colonialism. The early ’60s saw a schism within France about its colonies, around the end of the Algerian 
war. This was followed by Vietnam and May ’68. I’m not a fan of May ’68. It was an important protest, but 
significant questions were lost in ideological divisions between Maoists, Leninists, and Trotskyists. These 
fights took over, and it became very destructive. 

  

PC You also look at Calligrammes—the bookstore and poems. 

  

UO This was a wonderful shop, owned by Fritz Picard, who in 1930s Berlin had been a famous editor. He 
lost his library in the war, so in Paris he made this unbelievable bookshop—Librairie Calligrammes—where 
everybody with a name in culture went. If people came from other countries, they headed straight there: it 
was an information exchange.  

  

PC And how are you approaching the film? 

  

UO It will be poetic, like a calligram (a poem in which words are laid out to form an image). There are no 
interviews, but I am filming little episodes of today, and I have watched about three hundred films and 
gathered documents about ’60s Paris. It includes citations and a diary-like text. A combination of the old 
and the new, as always in my theater. 
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Richard Brody, “Johanna D’Arc of  Mongolia” and the Question of  Substance of  Style”, The New Yorker, May 26, 2017. 
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Lawrence A. Rickels, Ulrike Ottinger: the Autobiography of Art Cinema.

Minneapolis, MN and London: University of Minnesota Press, 2008, 207 pp.

A N G EL A M CR OB B I E

The work of Ulrike Ottinger has, in the pages of Screen and many other

scholarly books and journals, provoked a good deal of controversy as

well as critical acclaim among film theorists. Ottinger has been making

films – among them Madame X: eine absolute Herrscherin/Madame X:

an Absolute Ruler (1978), Bildnis einer Trinkerin/Ticket of No Return

(1979), Freak Orlando (1981), China: die Künste, der Alltag/China: the

Arts, Everyday Life (1986), Johanna d’Arc of Mongolia (1989),

Südostpassage/Southeast Passage (2002) and Prater (2007) – at a

prolific rate since the late 1970s, despite the funding difficulties that

invariably accompany such an uncompromising vision and style. Her

whole body of work (feature film, ethnographic documentary,

photography, sculpture and video art installation) has in recent years in

Germany and many other European countries, at last received the

recognition it deserves, culminating in the screening of Southeast

Passage at Documenta in Kassel in 2002 and in the highly successful

retrospective of her work in Berlin in 2007. Nevertheless, in the UK film

world there has been, in the last fifteen years, a relentless disparaging of

the seriousness, tenacity and ‘high-mindedness’ with which a filmmaker

like Ottinger pursues her erudite obsessions. For this reason, with the

exception of an academic and arthouse audience, her later films have

failed to find the acclaim in the UK that might otherwise be expected. Yet

Ottinger’s cinema has always held a key position in film theory,

culminating in the great attention paid to her work in the 1980s and 1990s

by feminist film scholars. Ottinger’s work has helped to shape feminist

film theory from its earliest days, in essays by Annette Kuhn, Miriam

Hansen, Teresa De Lauretis, Kaja Silverman, Gertrud Koch, Janet

Bergstrom, Sabine Hake, Brenda Longfellow, Mandy Merck and Patricia

White. As Ottinger herself often remarks, her work gives rise to hostile

reactions. In the early years this often came from feminists themselves,

who found her attitude to sex and power too cruel or too coldly

unsentimental, her defiant antirealism too intellectual, her provocative

lesbian desires – fixed unrelentingly on the fashionable and beautiful

bodies of some of her best-known actors (Tabea Blumenschein, Delphine

Seyrig, the model Verushka) – too disconcertingly amorous, too bold,

adventurous and unapologetic. While her work is now retrospectively

credited with being at the forefront of queer cinema, this too has not been

without controversy. Writing in Screen, Kristen Whissel has argued

forcefully that the lesbian desires and fantasies enacted in films like

Johanna d’Arc of Mongolia are predicated on an orientalist exoticization

of other women, and that Ottinger uncritically replicates an eroticized

imperialist gaze in the encounters with Mongolian people.1

1 Kristen Whissel, ‘Racialized

spectacle, exchange relations, and

the Western in Johanna d’Arc of

Mongolia’, Screen, vol. 37, no. 1

(1996), pp. 41–67.
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Lawrence A. Rickels’s book is to be welcomed in that it considers

Ottinger’s work in its entirety and refuses to make simplistic distinctions

between her early films, her move into a more anthropological oeuvre

(culminating in the works which have focused directly or indirectly on

China, its cosmopolitan past and its postcommunist present), and the

transition from the cinema to the art gallery as the site for reception.

Rickels’s engagement with Ottinger marks a break with existing writing

on her work, and indeed with the established writing styles of film theory,

in a number of ways. He interweaves analysis of the film texts with an

account of his own role in her life: as witness to the filmmaking process;

as one who has had the opportunity to talk with her on many occasions;

and as an art critic commenting on those parts of her work which inhabit

the gallery world. Indeed questions of authorial reflexivity and of how to

write about work like this from a position which is almost inside the work

itself are foremost in Rickels’s project. He is wary of the journalistic

voice and goes to great lengths to dissociate himself from this, even

though few would interpret his writing on Ottinger in this way. He clearly

comprehends the importance of serious journalism to the public success

of films and artwork such as Ottinger’s. Ticket sales and extensive

cinema distribution are naturally dependent on the opinion of critics, and

Ottinger has shown herself to be a lucid, vociferous and engaging subject

in interview. Nevertheless, Rickels fears the simplifications of

journalism, while labouring to invent a style that takes into account his

proximity to the artist and her world. He becomes something of an

ethnographer himself: hanging about on set, observing how Ottinger

works; including in the book several of his interviews with her; listening

closely to what she says about her work, about its production and its

reception; in effect responding to the work by extrapolating its thematics.

Frequently this entails some lengthy digressions, usually on

psychoanalytic topics or on areas in which Rickels himself has expertise,

in particular allegory, the iconography of the devil and the history of

European literature. But Rickels’s greatest influence is Walter Benjamin.

It is the writing of Benjamin, the jarring, collage effect of his word-

images, statements and quotations, which provides some kind of

framework for Rickels. This is not just a question of style. Rickels shares

with Benjamin a political aesthetics which requires the use of certain

shock tactics in writing, and which is concerned with memory,

temporality, history, and the importance of breaking through or cutting

into the cliches of required or standardized responses to art and culture.

Although Benjamin’s influence is sometimes a little overt, combined as it

is with his presence in the environment of the work being created (itself a

Benjaminian stance), it pushes Rickels to develop his distinctive

argument across the different forms and media which Ottinger utilizes.

The question, then, is how Rickels understands this body of work

dating back to the late 1970s. He offers no quick summary of his

argument, which in many ways is buried quite deep in the text and is

implicit rather than explicit. I would say that he brings Ottinger into the
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heart of a tradition of work which is closely related to the writings of both

Adorno and Benjamin, as well as to the art of surrealism, expressionism

and the European avant garde. But the key connection with Benjamin lies

in Ottinger’s immersion in allegory. Formally Rickels sees her work as

functioning by means of a collage effect, or through the invention of a

distinct image language akin to that which Benjamin strove to develop.

And Ottinger’s rich interweaving of memory flashes, of fantasy and

dream material; her fascination with objects (especially photographs)

which have faded or are seemingly neglected or half-forgotten and which

somehow belong to another epoch; her observations about everyday life

made strange or slightly twisted; her most recent film about the history of

the Prater park in Vienna, a precursor of Disney theme parks, a place of

urban amusements, of thrills and ghost rides; all of these fit so closely

with Benjamin’s writing in Berlin Childhood and One Way Street that the

connection, once Rickels has made it, seems self evident. But the

connection goes further: Ottinger reworks the flâneur theme and gives it

a lesbian-feminist twist in her astonishingly prescient work Ticket of No

Return (described, Rickels reminds us, by the film critic Jonathan

Rosenbaum as ‘one of the few true masterpieces of the contemporary

German avant-garde cinema’). Like Benjamin, Ottinger also has a

fascination with femininity, fashion and with the kind of beautiful,

anonymous woman who can drink her way through the city streets,

immersing herself in its bars, cafes, gay milieu and lowlife. The

Benjamin connection is also vivid in Ottinger’s obsession with allegory,

with baroque, gothic and aesthetic forms which are never transparent

but instead somehow half-buried, almost dead. Rickels reminds us of

her collector’s eye, her fascination with other people’s collections of

bric-a-brac, mementoes, objects which have a life of their own, which

function as collective memory.

The connection is again apparent in what Rickels argues is the

underpinning of Ottinger’s art, which is the centrality of exile; including,

one might add, exile from a normative heterosexualized subjectivity. Far

from espousing an unthinking orientalist vision in her travels, Ottinger

examines the traces of people’s movements, forced or otherwise. Exile

Shanghai documents the Jewish community in that city, those who fled

Nazi Germany to make lives for themselves there. In Southeast Passage

she traces back the journeys of those who more recently moved from east

to west Europe, visiting Odessa (and its steps) and other overlooked

places. Ottinger refutes the criticism of her work as orientalist by

insisting on her interest in nomadic peoples, from wandering Jews to the

tribes of Mongolia. In my view, Ottinger is interested in what Mary

Louise Pratt has famously called ‘contact zones’,2 colonized places of

mingling and of encounters with others, typically used for the production

of knowledge which will invariably be exploited by the colonialist

powers. But, as Pratt argues, what actually happens in those contact

zones is not always and entirely aggressive or exploitative. Ottinger

brings a queer camera to other spaces; her aesthetic of travel and of

2 Mary Louise Pratt, Imperial Eyes:

Travel Writing and

Transculturation (New York, NY:

Routledge, 1992).
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movement is not simply an imperialist eye,3 even though she parodies the

eager tourists’ search for novelty and excitement in Johanna d’Arc of

Mongolia.

Ottinger will simply not play the good feminist, or indeed the good

lesbian filmmaker; she stretches our progressive political sensibility to

the limits; she fetishizes female beauty to the point of obsession; her

cinematic desires are seemingly cruel and capricious (as in her witty SM

masterpiece Madame X); she takes a slice of the other and renders it

strange, interesting, but still marginal. For some she is simply too

interested in ‘peoples’, old and young, beautiful and ugly, male, female

and transgender, but all maybe seen, through her own distinctive vision,

as ‘collectibles’. There is criticism that she is not political enough,

although one might say that in producing certain kinds of theory-

informed ethnographic films she opens up debate about precisely these

issues. Rickels points finally to Ottinger’s constant referencing of media

itself, to her own chosen media, to the history of cinema which leaves its

traces across her own body of work. He shows Ottinger’s work belongs

both to the past and to the future. She memorializes classic cinema

(Tabea is arguably her Garbo), drawing on that history as she endeavours

to resolve questions about form and image in documentary practice.

Rickels has produced a marvellously rich account and analysis of

Ottinger’s work, contributing to our engagement with it by bringing into

his text an oblique, or perhaps buried, use of the word autobiography. He

argues that there is the (Benjaminian) sense in which Ottinger’s aesthetic

is one which gives her ‘films’ the chance to produce an autobiography of

themselves as ‘things’ (it is this quality which has also encouraged art

critics to see her work as a forerunner of Matthew Barney’s). And as

Rickels also points out, there is the similarly buried (or rather hidden

away) autobiography of Ottinger herself. Half-Jewish, as a baby and

young child in Nazi Germany she was hidden away from the Gestapo in

an attic with her mother. Being in such close proximity to her mother,

Ottinger revealed in later years, she came to share her desire for travel

and escape; a desire also for cultural mix, cultural translation and a

cosmopolitan ethics of otherness.

doi:10.1093/screen/hjp007

Andy Medhurst, A National Joke: Popular Comedy and English Cultural

Identities. New York, NY and London: Routledge, 2007, 228 pp.

B R E TT M I L L S

The key moment in A National Joke concerns what Medhurst calls ‘the

seaside incident’ (pp. 20–25). Medhurst recounts a joke he was told by a

barman in a bar on Brighton pier. The joke is, as Medhurst admits,

offensive in both sexual and racial terms, and precisely the kind of

3 Ibid.
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Hildegund Amanshauser and Susan Mackervoy, “Ulrike Ottinger”, Afterall: A Journal of  Art, Context 
and Enquiry, Issue 16, Autumn / Winter 2007, 28-37. 
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Roberta Smith, “Art in Review; Ulrike Ottinger”, The New York Times, July 7, 2000. 
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For those unfamiliar with the three-decade career of the photographer, writer and underground 
German filmmaker Ulrike Ottinger, these two exhibitions make a memorable introduction to her 
strange and various sensibility, which ranges effortlessly and extravagantly between ethnographic 
documentary and Surrealist feminist fantasy, sometimes within the same film. 

At the Goethe Institute, the artist's photographs from ''Taiga,'' her 1992 film (and 1993 book) about 
the disappearing world of the Shaman and Tuvan peoples of the Taiga region of northern Mongolia, 
feature majestic landscapes, pristine white yurts and the inhabitants, who ride both horses and 
tamed reindeer. 

At Zwirner, stills from Ms. Ottinger's loosely plotted feature films line the walls, revealing a 
penchant for over-the-top spectacle and campy melodrama that has been likened to that of Fellini 
and Bunuel, but is distinguished by its relentlessly Baroque sumptuousness and high-spirited 
feminism. 

For American viewers, a suite of photographs from ''Ticket of No Return'' (1979), showing a well-
dressed alcoholic played by Tabea Blumenshein, an Ottinger regular, will bring to mind Cindy 
Sherman. The scenes from ''Madame X -- An Absolute Ruler'' (1977) and ''Johanna D'Arc of 
Mongolia'' (1988) may evoke Matthew Barney. The most riveting images are several from ''Dorian 
Gray in the Mirror of the Yellow Press'' (1984), which frame elaborately costumed actors within an 
ornately painted proscenium arch set in rugged terrain. 

Most disturbing are those from Ms. Ottinger's rarely seen 1981 cult classic ''Freak Orlando'' (which 
will be screened tonight at 7 at Anthology Film Archives in the East Village). Wildly sensational in 
the use of dwarfs, Siamese twins, a two-headed pig and a limbless woman, these images attest to a 
vision as transgressive and perverse as it is celebratory and inclusive. ROBERTA SMITH 


